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Architecture
Peoples' Friendship University of Russia

Degree or qualification is awarded:

Postgraduate Course 

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 3 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 130  000 RUB per year for CIS students, 2 300 US $ per year for Int. students

Programme curator: Korjova Olga Andreevna
Tel.: +7 (495) 955-09-81
E-mail: korzhova_oa@pfur.ru

Programme Focus

 Architecture of buildings and structures. Creative concepts in architecture.

As a result of the post-graduate program, the graduate should develop Universal competencies.

Professional skills are determined by the direction of the training. Candidates will acquire skills for designing
architectural structures and their components.

Effective methods of designing architectural objects and their components.

Classification methods, standard harmonization and modernization of architectural objects and their elements.

Students receive professional training in such companies as:

   JSC " Mosproject ", JSC " Mosproekt 4 », JSC " TSNIIPROMZDANY ", JSC " TSNIIOMPT ", JSC " Asadov Architectural
bureau "

Programme advantages

The educational programme helps the students to  develop the following professional abilities:

To execute architectural and urban analysis of the historical, functional, volume- spatial criteria and natural
conditions.

To determine the various characteristics and parameters of architectural objects.

To Perform calculations of characteristics and parameters of architectural objects and their components.
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The Programme also includes research activities in the following areas :

 - Carrying out theoretical research in the field of architecture, including the functional, structural and compositional
aspects of designing, typology of buildings and structures, as well as an accessible environment for people with
disabilities.

 - The study of conservationist problems, preservation and modernization of the historical urban environment, certain
architectural complexes and buildings, reconstruction of lost monuments.

 - Development of scientific concepts for creating a healthy and comfortable environment, providing optimum
conditions for working, living and recreation of all sections of the population on the basis of physical and technical
principles of design.

- Updating and improving the regulatory framework in the field of architecture, design, construction, maintenance and
reconstruction of objects for professional activity.

 - Carrying out educational and teaching work in higher and secondary special educational institutions.

 - Research on the social, technical and urban problems of sustainable development architecture.

 Graduates’ expertise and career opportunities:

• research activities in the field of architecture and urban planning ;

• teaching activities in higher education institutions in the field of architecture and construction.

 The graduate program is aimed at the development of all types of professional activity, in preparation of the
graduate.

Specializations within this programme


